
 

Why COVID-19 might not change our cities
as much as we expect
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What will be the normal way of urban living when the COVID-19 crisis
passes? What aspects will remain with us and what will disappear?

The coronavirus pandemic has thrust us into a moment of rapid change.
Like all change, it is difficult to predict. But lessons from history
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provide us with two important insights.

First, temporary change sometimes has remarkably little lasting effect.

Second, what looks like a lasting effect is often the acceleration of
existing trends, rather than new, crisis-caused trends.

COVID-19 impacts provide an opportunity for our cities to shift to new
ways of urban living. But only if we couple this opportunity with
technology and deliberate collective action will sustained and equitable
change happen.

What does history tell us?

Right now, COVID-19 impacts are front of mind. In thinking ahead, we
might therefore overemphasise what a crisis will do to how we live in
cities. To put it simply, history shows us that the ways we organise our
cities are often resistant to abrupt change—even in response to 
catastrophic events.

In Japan, changes to population distribution as a result of the bombing of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 had disappeared by the early 1960s.

Almost 40% of Europe's population died during the Black Death
(1347-1352). Much of Europe's urban hierarchy nevertheless returned to
its pre-plague distribution over time.

Even the collapse of the urbanised Roman civilisation had little lasting
effect on the urban hierarchy in France. It did lead, though, to a resetting
of the urban network in England.
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The reason for this urban inertia is that momentary change often does
little to change the fundamentals of our cities. It doesn't greatly change
locational advantages, built environment legacy, property rights and land
ownership.

London, for instance, has experienced slum clearance, Spanish flu,
wartime bombing and the introduction of greenbelts and planning over
the past 100 years. However, the location of the city's rich and poor
continues to be shaped by infrastructure investments in the Victorian era.
And the Roman-period road layout has strongly influenced the street
layout of central London today.

At the same time, cities do of course change. In some cases dramatic 
events – like fires or earthquakes—are the enablers of change that is
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already underfoot. That is, business and policy coupling opportunity with
technology and determination.

How are business practices responding to COVID-19

Businesses will not—and should not—be slow to couple opportunity,
technology and determination to achieve particular outcomes.

For instance, working from home has overnight (temporarily) become
endemic. Higher education institutions (temporarily setting aside the
challenges for teaching) switched remarkably quickly to almost
exclusively online platforms.

COVID-safe shopping has popularised some automation. Demand for
"contactless" service delivery has advanced some smart and robot
technology into common use.

Some have argued that well before COVID-19 the Internet of Things
(IoT), artificial intelligence (AI) and online platforms had catapulted us
into the Fourth Industrial Revolution. It's a world of work and cities that
are digitally smart, dispersed and connected.

Working from home, online teaching and automation couple opportunity
(as a result of COVID-19) and technology (digital communication) with
longer-term trends.

Between 2001 and today, the office space per worker in many
knowledge-intensive jobs shrank from 25 square metres to just 8sqm in 
new developments. Flexible working arrangements and casualisation
across a range of sectors enable businesses to manage wage bills when
wage rates cannot be reduced.
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After all the upheavals London has endured through two millennia, the influence
of the Roman road network can still be seen in the city today. Credit: 
Fremantleboy, Drallim/Wikimedia Commons, CC BY

Automation also reduces business wage bills and has long been touted as
a way to increase productivity. According to a 2019 McKinsey report,
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automation may affect 25-46% of current jobs.

The "death of the office" has long been predicted. Rumours of its death
are likely exaggerated this time too.

Face-to-face interaction between workers often increases productivity in
service and knowledge-based industries. Research shows face-to-face
contact enhances co-operative and pro-social behaviour.

Similarly, research suggests concentrating workers and their skills in one
location (agglomeration economies) can increase much-needed labour
productivity. This is required to offset the shifting labour-force balance
in an ageing society.

What's the role of public policy?

Our cities today work better for some than for others. Sustained and
equitable change requires public sector action and will.

Temporary measures during the pandemic have brought home just how
viable telecommuting is for some jobs and how achievable online
teaching modes can be.

This will leave winners and losers. Unlike change itself, the winners and
losers are often far more predictable. Women, renters, lower-income and
migrant-dominated jobs are more vulnerable.

What is imperative, therefore, is that governments similarly couple
technology and opportunity with a vision for cities that are
environmentally sustainable and socially just. This sort of urban future
requires economic innovation. Change is confronting us with an
opportunity and necessity to redress entrenched privilege.
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History tells us critical events such as COVID-19 often do little to
change the fundamentals of our cities. An important step in envisioning
different urban futures is to recognise it is people, businesses,
institutions and political will that collectively make change.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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